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The approaches of compressible dynamic stall control using real-time airfoil adaptation and slatted airfoils are
compared. Each method attempts to solve the unsteady  ow separation and the underlying causes differently.
The approaches lead to unexpected results: For the slatted airfoil, dynamic stall alleviation on the main airfoil
with a fully stalled slat occurred, and for the shape adapting airfoil, leading-edge attached  ow with trailing-edge
separation was obtained. In both cases, no dynamic stall vortex was present. As can be expected, the control
effectiveness of each method varies over the full cycle and depends on the Mach number due to the new factors
introduced by the use of the methods. These issues are addressed.
Nomenclature
C p = pressure coef cient
C pmin = peak suction pressure coef cient
c = airfoil chord
f = frequency of oscillation,Hz
k = reduced frequency,¼ f c=U1
M = freestreamMach number
p = static pressure
Re = Reynolds number based on chord
s; n = coordinates along and normal to airfoil surface
t = time
US = tangential surface velocity
U1 = freestreamvelocity
V = suction or blowing velocity
x; y = chordwise and vertical distance
® = angle of attack
º = kinematic viscosity
½ = density
Ä = spanwise component of vorticity
! = circular frequency
I. Introduction
T HE problem of compressible dynamic stall control is ofconsiderable interest to both helicopter and  ghter aircraft
aerodynamicists.1 Incompressible dynamic stall also has direct ap-
plication in renewable energy systems such as wind turbines.1 Re-
search completed thus far2 has clearly established that the onset of
dynamic stall is very sensitive to  ow conditions such as freestream
Mach number, reduced frequency, Reynolds number, and leading-
edge curvature.3;4 When compressibilityeffectsarise (M > 0:2), the
stall onset mechanism changes dramatically depending on the  ow
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conditions.At low Reynolds numbers and Mach numbers, it arises
from a large leading-edge adverse pressure gradient. At slightly
highervaluesof thesequantities,when the local owbecomessuper-
sonic, the mechanismchanges to that due to an interactionbetween
the local supersonic  ow and the laminar separationbubble, at very
low pressure gradients. Tripping the airfoil causes dynamic stall
again from the strong leading-edge adverse pressure gradient. At
higher Mach numbers, shock-inducedseparation initiates dynamic
stall.
A rotor blade encounters a variety of freestream conditions de-
pending on the local  ow conditions. Hence, it may see dynamic
stall arisingfrom any of these causes. In general,at higherReynolds
numbers, two main mechanisms, the adverse leading-edgepressure
gradient and the shock-inducedseparation, can be expected to pre-
vail. It is imperative that any dynamic stall  ow control schemes
that are developed be robust and effective against all dynamic stall
onset mechanisms over the full range of  ow conditions observed
in the rotor  ight envelope.
Speci c to dynamic stall control is that the unsteady vorticity
 ux increasesdramaticallywhen anairfoil is rapidlypitchedpast the
static stall angle.This is particularlyinterestingbecauseone effectof
unsteadinessis to reduce theequivalentangleof attackfor the airfoil,
which is responsiblefor the delay of stallmeasured.Eventually, this
unsteady vorticity abruptly coalesces into the dynamic stall vortex.
Generally,thevortexcan formand growin less thana halfof a degree
increasein angle of attack. Its subsequentconvectionover the airfoil
induces undesirablepitchingmoment variations,which needs to be
preventedfor anycontrolmethod to be deemedsuccessful.Research
by the authors2 has shown that the dynamic stall vortex forms when
the levels of vorticity  ux exceed a critical threshold, a process that
also depends strongly on the Mach number. In this context, it is











which states that the vorticity  ux (left-hand side) is related to the
airfoil surface acceleration (the unsteady term), the pressure gradi-
ent, and the surface transpiration(the last term). An examinationof
this equation in the light of the  ndings discussed in Ref. 3 suggests
that dynamic stall control strategies should addressways to manip-
ulate the  ow vorticity  eld. Vorticity manipulation involves some
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not allowing it to coalesce. It appears that shedding the unsteady
vorticity from some downstream location in smaller chunks of  uid
can provide an acceptable solution to prevent the vortex from form-
ing. Then the drastic consequences of the vortex-induced pitching
moment variations can be avoided, even if the  ow separates par-
tially.As theequationindicates,usingeither surfaceacceleration3 or
surfacemass transfer such as blowing and/or suction6 enables some
degree of vorticity  ux manipulation. The latter has been a popular
approach to control of steady  ows, but has only been partly satis-
factory in dynamic stall control for incompressible conditions. At
higher freestream speeds, the rates of suction and injection needed
are so large that the method becomes impractical.
The technique of oscillatory blowing7¡9 in which a nearly zero
net mass  ux is used with alternateblowing and suction at high am-
plitudes and frequencieshas been shown to control incompressible
dynamic stall. In tests8;9 it was found that the blowing coef cient
(de ned as the ratio of oscillatoryjetmomentum, basedon theblow-
ing slot heightand velocityto the freestreammomentum) was in the
range of 0.3–2%. These low values have made it an attractive and
practicalapproach.The values dependon the maximumangle of at-
tack relative to the static stall angle and the frequencyof oscillation.
It can be expected that much higher values will be needed with in-
creasingly higher amplitude above the static stall angle because the
 ow separation will be stronger. Typical blowing frequencies can
exceed several hundred hertz even at low Mach numbers. Thus far,
the successof themethodhasbeenlimited to controlof dynamicstall
of airfoils where trailing-edge  ow separation is predominant. Its
extension to higher freestreamMach numbers and to compressible
dynamic stall, which occurs at the leading edge, has yet to be made.
Discussions in Ref. 9 indicate that it may also be necessary to
employ oscillatory blowing at downstream locations on the airfoil
rather than near the leading edge alone. It is clear that considerable
work is still needed for a better evaluationof the applicabilityof this
technique for controlling rotor  ows.
Acoustic excitation10 has also been used to control unsteady sep-
arated  ows, but the acoustic power requirements increase dispro-
portionately with increasing Mach number, and, thus, it does not
appear to be practical for compressible dynamic stall control.
Two othermethodsof incompressibledynamicstall have been at-
tempted with varying degrees of success. One used a slatted airfoil
(Carr andMcAlister11)whereina leading-edgeslatwas employedto
reduce the effectiveangleof attackof the airfoil.Tests in a water tun-
nel showed that an angleof attackas high as 34 deg could be reached
without encounteringeither static or dynamic stall. The presenceof
a slat in the  ow at low angles of attack, of course, introduces an
increaseddrag penalty. This is especially critical on the high-speed
advancingsideof a rotor.Hence,a variationof this concept,the vary-
ing droop leading-edge(VDLE) airfoil, was explored by Yu et al.12
In this, a segmentedVR-12 airfoilwas studied in a water tunnel.The
droop of the leading 25% of the airfoil was mechanically changed
to decrease its angle of attack on the advancing side and serve as
a leading-edge slat on the retreating side. It was found that the de-
sign delayed static stall considerably.More importantly, unlike the
basic VR-12 airfoil, which experienced strong leading-edge stall
and developed a dynamic stall vortex, the drooped VR-12 airfoil
did not suffer from either of these events even at ®D 23 deg. Only
mild trailing-edge stall was observed. As a consequence, the force
and moment loops were considerably smaller for the VDLE airfoil
design. The performance of this airfoil at higher speeds remains to
be established.
Geissler and Sobieczky13 studied dynamic stall control through
use of a variablecamberairfoil.This computationalstudywas aimed
at demonstrating stall control by drooping the nose of an NACA
23012 airfoil to create a dynamically varying camber, with use of
a special code to generate the variation of geometry in time. Ef-
fective control of dynamic stall was demonstrated at M D 0:1 up
to ®D 24:5 deg. The dynamic stall vortex was eliminated for this
incompressible case. However, a large region of trailing-edge sep-
arated  ow was present. In comparison, a large dynamic stall vor-
tex formed in the  ow over a rigid airfoil. It produced the usual
large excursions in the pitchingmoment. As the Mach number was
increased, it was found that the effectiveness of the approach de-
creased.Althoughtheonsetof dynamicstallwas delayedatM D 0:3
by drooping the airfoil nose, a smaller dynamic stall vortexwas still
produced,which remained on the surface even at ®D 24:5 deg. The
peak negative pitchingmoment was signi cantly smaller. A super-
sonic bubble formed at this higherMach number for both cases that
was found to be responsible for some of the observed effects. The
authors state that “complete suppressionof the dynamic stall vortex
is a much more dif cult task.”13
Based on the slatted airfoil studies of Ref. 11, a new two-element
slatted airfoil14 designwas arrived at that was found to performwell
in model rotor tests. This design has now been tested14 for its com-
pressible dynamic stall characteristicswith two slat con gurations.
It has been shown in Ref. 3 that compressible dynamic stall is
very sensitive to airfoil leading-edge curvature. Because it is al-
ways a leading-edge type of stall, changing airfoil nose curvature
can be an effective method of both steady and unsteady stall con-
trol. This is because of the effect of geometry change on the local
adverse pressure gradient. This has been demonstrated in Ref. 3
by using a dynamically deforming leading-edge (DDLE) airfoil to
control compressible dynamic stall. Real-time geometry modi ca-
tion was successfully employed to introduce major effects on the
outer potential  ow. The resulting dynamic changes in the overall
pressure distributionon the airfoil produced the desired effect, thus
providing the ability to manipulate the vorticity  eld. The control
effectiveness was found to depend on several factors, such as rate
of change curvature, angle of attack of initiation and termination of
the geometry change, etc. This approachenabled shaping the airfoil
nose as needed for each instantaneous  ow condition, changing it
from a sharp-nosedairfoil suitable for the advancing side  ight to a
round-nosedairfoil for the retreating side  ight.
Before proceedingfurther,note that the slattedairfoil exhibitsdy-
namic stall free behavior and attached  ow up to ®D 20 deg when
oscillated for incompressible freestreamMach numbers (M < 0:2)
(Ref. 15). This becomes possible because the  ow between the slat
and the main airfoil producesa strong jet, which energizes the main
element boundary layer. The unsteady vorticity of the slat is shed
steadily through the main element airfoil during the pitch-up pro-
cess. The DDLE airfoil was also found to be dynamic stall free
at M D 0:3 for certain carefully selected shape change schedules.3
The leading-edge ow was always attachedwith some trailing-edge
separation,which served to shed the unsteady vorticity gradually.
This paper addresses the use of the DDLE airfoil and the slatted
airfoil techniquesfor  ow control at M D 0:4, a conditionwhere the
retreatingbladeof a rotor bladeneeds to performwithout experienc-
ing dynamic stall. The formation of shocks over the airfoil changes
the dynamic of stall formation and the effectivenessof eachmethod
is altered signi cantly. Some of these effects are discussed here.
II. Description of the Experiment
The experiments were conducted in the NASA Ames Research
Center, Fluid Mechanics Laboratory Compressible Dynamic Stall
Facility (CDSF) using real-time point diffraction interferometry
(PDI).
A. DDLE Airfoil
The descriptionof the DDLE airfoil can be found in Ref. 3. It has
a 6-in. chord, and in the undeformed state (shape-0) is an NACA
0012 airfoil, whose leading-edgepro le can be changed to a semi-
circlewith a diameter equal to the airfoil thicknessat the 20% chord
location. This is accomplished by pulling its nose in the chordwise
direction by an amount less than 2 mm using a mandrel housed
inside the airfoil. This 1.4% change in chord length translates to
a 320% change in leading-edge radius of curvature. As can be ex-
pected, such a large change in the airfoil geometry yields a cor-
respondingly signi cant change in the airfoil potential  ow. The
airfoil geometry change was  rst used to demonstrate4 control of
compressible, steady, separated  ow at high angles of attack (® up
to 18 deg). Subsequently,compressibledynamic stall over an oscil-
lating airfoil was controlled3 by dynamically changing its leading
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Fig. 1 DDLE airfoil shape pro les.
Fig. 2 Typical DDLE shape-change pro le, M = 0:4 and k = 0:05.
Fig. 3 Slattedairfoil pro les: a)RC(6)-08;b)RC(6)-08/106,6-deg slat;
and c) RC(6)-08/210, 10-deg slat.
present DDLE design are shown in Fig. 1. Here, each integer shape
number represents a 0.003-in. chordwise movement of the leading
edge from the preceding shape toward the trailing edge. Figure 2
shows a typical shape change pro le used.
B. Slatted Airfoil
The slatted airfoil is a derivativeof the basic3-in. chord,8% thick
RC(6)-08 airfoil whose development details are given in Ref. 14.
This is an airfoil designed speci cally for the tip region of a ro-
tor blade. Two slat con gurations,a 6-deg slat, RC(6)-08/106 and a
10-degslat, RC(6)-08/210,were tested.Thesegeometriesare shown
in Fig. 3. The smaller chord of these airfoils permitted mounting
them in the glass windows of the CDSF test section, allowing com-
plete access to the airfoil  ow eld.
C. Experimental Conditions
This paper presents results for the following experimental con-
ditions: M D 0:4, kD 0:05, ®D 10 degC 10 deg sin!t , ReD
1:44£ 106 (DDLE airfoil) and 0:72£ 106 (RC airfoil), and range
of shapes from shape-0 to shape-6.The range ofDDLE shapes to be
used for each Mach number was determined from an earlier study
Ref. 3.
D. Experimental Uncertainties
The estimated uncertainties in the data are as follows: for Mach
number, §0.005; for angle of attack, 0.05 deg; for reduced fre-
quency, 0.005; for airfoil shape number, 0.05; for airfoil displace-
ment, 4 ¹m; for C p , §0.1; for C pmin , ¡5%; for dCp=d.x=c/, §25;
and the change in ® during DDLE movement is §0.25 deg.
III. Results and Discussions
In the following, the 6-in. chord DDLE airfoil results are com-
pared with the 3-in. chord RC(6)-08 series airfoil. Shocks form at
the testMach number, and, hence, the density values corresponding
to PDI fringe numbers cannot be converted to pressure values using
isentropic relations (as was done for the lower Mach numbers1¡3 ).
In view of this and the Reynolds number difference between the
two cases, only qualitative comparisons will be drawn. However,
quantitative comparisons will be made within the sets wherever
appropriate.
A. Flow over the Slatted Airfoil
Figure 4 shows the  ow over the basic RC(6)-08, the 6-deg slat
RC(6)-08/106 and the 10-deg slat RC(6)-08/210 airfoils at M D 0:4
and k D 0:05. It is very clear from the top row of Fig. 4 that dynamic
stall occursover the basic airfoilwith a large vortex convectingover
the upper surface. In fact, by ®D 14:5 deg, the airfoil is in deep dy-
namic stall. The 6-deg slat (middle row) seems to have successfully
prevented the vortex from forming, although the slat itself experi-
encesdynamicstall at high angles.The fringesover themiddle of the
airfoil upper surface resemble those of a vortex; however, a closer
look reveals that these actually emanate from the leading edgeof the
stalled slat and do not enclose a vortex.14 Beyond ®D 16:5 deg, full
leading-edgeseparation results. In contrast, the bottom row (Fig. 4)
for the 10-degslat systemshowthatat®D 16:4 deg the  ow remains
attached on the main element due to slot blowing. In addition, the
separated  ow from the trailing edge of the slat attaches over the
main element. However, stall develops shortly thereafter, and deep
stall occurs by ® D 18 deg. Although the fringe pattern observed
is akin to that seen during deep dynamic stall, it is clear that no
dynamic stall vortex is present. This result implies that the pitching
moment variationsare likely to be milder compared to that obtained
for the basic airfoil case. Note that full leading-edge stall occurred
for all three cases, with the 1® over which it prevailed decreasing
considerablywith increasein the slat angle.Hence, it canbe said that
the slatted airfoil delivers a more desirable performance.Amongst
the two slatted airfoil cases considered,the 10-deg slat is somewhat
better in delaying deep stall onset.
B. Flow over the NACA 0012 and DDLE Airfoils
Figures 5 and 6 show the  ow development over the NACA
0012 and the DDLE airfoils, respectively,at M D 0:4 and kD 0:05.
Shocks develop over the former by ®D 10 deg (Fig. 5a) and shock-
induced dynamic stall ensues by ® D 10:5 deg, (Fig. 5b) with deep
dynamic stall following at ®D 12:5 deg as can be seen in Fig. 5c.
Figures5show that thewholeprocessoccursovera verysmall angle-
of-attack range. The  ow remains fully stalled until ®¼ 10 deg on
the downstroke.
In contrast, the DDLE airfoil, whose shape is varied from shape
0 to shape 6 shows many different  ow features. At ®D 9 deg, the
 ow over the leading edge is fully attached.A small separationbub-
ble is seenbeyond x=c¼ 0:08. The airfoil has been nearlydeformed
to shape 6 (which corresponds to a leading-edgemovement of only
0.018 in.) by this angle. As the airfoil pitches up, shocks develop
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Fig. 4 PDI images of  ow over the RC(6)-08 Airfoil, M = 0:4 and k = 0:05: top row, basic RC(6)-08 airfoil; middle row, RC(6)-08/106 airfoil; and
bottom row, RC(6)-08/210 airfoil.
Fig. 5 PDI images of  ow over the NACA 0012 airfoil,M = 0:4 and k = 0:05: a)® = 10:0 deg, b)® = 10:5 deg, and c)® = 12:5 deg.
Fig. 6 PDI images of  ow over the DDLE airfoil,M = 0:4 and k = 0:05: a)® = 9:0 deg, shape 5.9; b)® = 13:0 deg, shape 5.7; c)® = 19:0 deg, shape 5.6;
d)® = 20:0 deg, shape 5.6; e) ® = 18:1 deg ## , shape 4.7; and f) ® = 15:1 deg ## , shape 1.5.
it appears that light dynamic stall is initiated on the upstroke,down-
stream from the foot of the shock. During this stage, the vorticity
downstream of the shock is shed. This process continues as the air-
foil pitches up and eventually stops by ®D 19 deg (Fig. 6c, shape
5.6). The leading-edge ow is fully attached,but with fewer fringes,
implying a decreased peak suction value. The technique has been
successful in delayingunsteadystall by about7 degwhen compared
to the  xed NACA 0012 airfoil. Further increase in ® results in a
brief period of separationfrom the leading edge as shown in Fig. 6d
for ®D 20 deg, shape 5.6. However, the leading-edge  ow quickly
reattaches (Fig. 6e, ®D 18 deg, shape 4.7) on the downstroke. By
®D 16 deg on the downstroke and shape 1.5 (Fig. 6f) while reform-
ing the NACA 0012 airfoil, the  ow has nearly fully reattached.
Thus, the attached  ow regime for the DDLE airfoil extends over a
much larger angle-of-attackrange than for the NACA 0012 airfoil.
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seen for the NACA 0012 airfoil, and the airfoil produces suction
lift for most of the oscillation cycle when the leading-edge  ow re-
mains attached. This behavior is almost similar to that seen for the
 xed shape-6 airfoil (Ref. 3) whose leading edge  ow was attached
throughoutthe cycle. Because the airfoil has to change its shape for
acceptableperformanceon the advancingside, a slight leading-edge
separation without the dynamic stall vortex may be a modest price
to pay. Furthermore, the decreased drag possibility of this design
on the advancing side makes it preferredmethod for controlling the
rotor dynamic stall  ow.
C. Comparison of Airfoil Peak Suction Pressure Coef cient
The peak suction pressure coef cient, C pmin determined from a
counting of the fringes for the various airfoils is shown in Fig. 7.
A comparison of the values for the basic RC(6)-08 airfoil and the
10-deg slat airfoil shows that the slatted airfoil can develop peak
suction to a higher angles of attack (®D 16:5 deg) compared to the
basic airfoil (®D 11 deg). Furthermore, the peak value is slightly
higher at about ¡4.2 compared to ¡3.5 for the basic shape. This
Fig. 7 Development of suction peak on various airfoil con gurations
forM = 0:4 and k = 0:05.
a)® = 4:0 deg b)® = 9:0 deg c)® = 14:0 deg
d) ® = 15:6 deg e) ® = 16:4 deg
Fig. 8 PDI images of  ow over the leading-edge slat of the RC(6)-08/210 airfoil,M = 0:4 and k = 0:05.
indicates that the slat is effective not only in controlling dynamic
stall, aswasseenearlier,but also inenablingsuctionliftgenerationin
the process. It is well known that as the airfoil stalls either statically
or dynamically, the values fall. The more gradual fall for the slatted
airfoil case indicates that its stall behavior has been changed to the
trailing-edgetype, which proceedsmuchmore gradually,unlike the
abrupt onset and progression seen for the NACA 0012 airfoil and
the basic RC(6)-08 airfoil  ows, which also show the presence of a
largedynamic stall vortex.This is because,evenwhen the slat stalls,
the bleed  ow through the slot keeps the main element boundary
layer energized, which introduces a signi cant change in the  ow
vorticitydynamics.The small amount of unsteadyvorticity(because
of the small slat size and lower effective angle of attack) built up
due to pitching is shed from the slat. The low level of vorticity
locally appears to be the reasonwhy it does not coalesce. Instead, it
mergeswith the boundary-layervorticityon the main element.As a
result, the rapid movement of the center of pressure responsible for
the large pitching moment variations is absent, and, hence, a better
pitchingmoment distribution results.
In comparison, the shape adaptive airfoil  ow develops an even
higherpeak suctionpressureof¡4.9, a valueattainedat®D 16 deg.
Also note that the C pmin plot appears like the natural extension of
the NACA 0012 airfoil as its shape is adapted. The loss of the
suction peak occurs at a rate comparable to that observed for the
slattedairfoil,but as the  owvisualizationpicturesdiscussedearlier
revealed, the recovery is also quicker, and by ®D 16 deg on the
downstroke the value is fairly high at¼¡3:4. Despite the small
amount of  ow separation seen, it can be concludedfromFig. 7 that
acceptableshape adaptationcan be achieved for this  ow condition.
Figure 7 also shows the Cpmin distribution for the shape-6 airfoil,
which was found to be dynamic stall vortex free in Ref. 3. Note the
similarityof its peaksuctionvariationwith angleof attackand thatof
the shape adaptiveairfoil throughthe dynamic stall angles-of-attack
range.The shapeadaptiveairfoil,however,generallydevelopsabout
15–20%higherpeaksuctionvalues,which is clearlydesirable.Thus,
shapeadaptation,which is necessaryto satisfy thegeometryrequire-
ments on the advancing side, is also bene cial. The reason for the
increased suction peak pressures appears to be the favorable in-
teraction between the two unsteady timescales present in the  ow,
namely, the airfoil reduced frequencyand the shape adaptationrate,
both of which contribute to the unsteady term in the vorticity  ux
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the vorticity  ux manipulation.This interaction is not present in the
slatted airfoil  ow, but the bleed  ow throughthe slot [the third term
on the right-hand side of Eq. (1)] produces an equivalent effect, but
to a lesser extent judging by the range of 1® over which the  ow
was separated for the slatted airfoil case.
D. Effect of Flow Through the Slot
At higher Mach numbers, the performance that can be derived
from a slattedairfoil case reachesa limit due to the detailsdescribed
hereafter.In the following,only the case of theRC(6)-08/210 design
is discussed because it exhibited a more desirable performance in
delaying dynamic stall. The  ow through the slot separates at low
angles of attack and becomes restricteddue to chokingat higher an-
gles. Figure 8 presents representative interferograms for this case.
Figure 8a shows that, at ®D 4 deg, the  ow separates from the lead-
ing edgeof the slat andactuallyreattacheson the lower surfaceof the
main element.Thus, there is little  ow through the slot. However, at
this angle, the main element  ow is attached. Even the shear layer
emanating from the trailing-edgeof the slat reattaches to the airfoil
upper surface. Hence, the separation from the slat lower surface is
not of much consequence.At ®D 9 deg, the slot  ow has increased
as can be inferred from the fringes that have turned into the passage.
It appears that the slat trailing-edge shear layer reattaches farther
downstream on the main element. There is a small separation re-
gion near the trailing edgeon the slat pressure side,which forces the
slot jet  ow to stay closer to the main element leading edge (Fig. 8c,
®D 14 deg).With furtherpitchupof the airfoil, a shock forms on the
upper surface of the slat (Fig. 8d, ®D 15:6 deg). The shock forms
irrespective of the slot blowing effect on the main airfoil and in-
duces separationon the slat. The abrupt thickeningof the boundary
layer seen in Fig. 8d is clear evidence of this. By ®D 16:4 deg, a
shock forms in the slot passage also, and it nearly occupies the full
height of the slot (Fig. 8e). The slot can become choked, and, thus,
the maximum improvementof stall control reaches its limit. Further
gains can only be obtained if the passage area is increased, which
can lead to structural problems, in addition to further increase in
drag on the advancing side.
Another interesting aspect of the choked slot  ow is that, for
this condition, in the speci c case of the RC(6)-08/210, an effective
blowing coef cient of about 15–20% was realized, which is a sig-
ni cantly large number and may explain the success observedwith
this design.
The preceding results indicate that practical implementation of a
slattedairfoil designfor rotor  ow control is muchmore challenging
because the freestreamMach number varies from low subsonic to
supersonic depending on the rotor azimuth angle.
IV. Conclusions
A comparativestudy of two widely differentapproachesfor com-
pressible dynamic stall control has been carried out. One involved
the use of a slatted airfoil, and the other used the DDLE airfoil
approach. The dynamic stall  ow over these two geometries was
studied at conditions of interest to a rotor blade, in particular, at
M D 0:4, kD 0:05, and ®D 10 degC 10 deg sin!t. Both methods
proved successful in suppressing the destructive dynamic stall vor-
tex by modifying the vorticity  eld differently.
The DDLE airfoil test results reporteddependon the airfoil shape
adaptation schedule used. It is possible to optimize the schedule to
minimize the separated  ow regime, which is of considerable in-
terest to rotorcraft design. Measurable improvement in the blade
performance can be obtained, even if only the leading-edge  ow
remains attached. One of the major advantages of the DDLE ap-
proach is its ability to shape the airfoil for both the advancing
and retreating side  ight conditions of the rotor blade. Determi-
nation of the appropriate deformation schedule is a very involved
task.
The slatted airfoil is mechanically simple and is quite effective
in suppressing the dynamic stall vortex. However,  ow separation
from the slat lower surface at low angles of attack, the drag due to
this, the presence of the slat on the advancing side, the con icting
requirementsof optimizing the slat con gurationover the full range
of rotor conditions,and the limit placed by the choking slot  ow are
signi cant issues.
The state of the art is such that it may not be possible to attain
a  ow control situation where separation is completely prevented.
However, for a rotor, the goal is to avoid the formation of the dy-
namic stall vortex. This has been achieved for airfoil dynamic stall
conditions. From the results and reasoning presented here, it ap-
pears that the DDLE airfoil concept holds a slight edge over other
means of  ow control attempted. It is hoped that the rapid develop-
ments occurring in the  eld of smart materials and microactuators
will enable designing the actuators to produce the small range of
leading-edge movement needed to achieve the stated goal on full
scale rotors.
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